Abstract-In the aerial supply delivery problem, an un manned aircraft needs to deliver supplies as close as possible to the desired location. This involves choosing, flying to, sensing, and landing at a safe landing site that is most accessible from the goal. The problem is often complicated by the fact that the availability of these landing sites may be unknown before the mission begins. Therefore, the aircraft needs to compute a sequence of actions that will minimize the expected value of the objective function. The problem of computing this sequence corresponds to planning under uncertainty in the environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous aerial robots can sometimes be tasked to deliver supplies to various remote locations. Their high speed and operating altitude offer advantages over ground robots, which have to drive through possibly cluttered environments. However, UAYs need to take off and land, often requiring special equipment and algorithms for choosing a landing site that is good for landing and is easiest to reach from the desired goal location for the supplies. Much work has been done previously on the analysis of the ground terrain in search for good landing sites [1], [2] , [3] . Similarly, there has been work done on the control aspect of landing robustly at a selected landing site [4] , [5] . This paper studies a different aspect of the landing site selection problem: the problem of planning a sequence of flights and sensing actions in order to find and land at the best landing site as quickly as possible. Figure 2 demonstrates a sample scenario for the planning problem we are considering and shows the steps required for completing the task. The helicopter ( Figure I (b) ) needs to deliver a payload to a location marked GOAL in Figure 2 (b).
Based on prior terrain information and its analysis, the helicopter identifies 7 possible landing sites, shown in the same figure. These possible landing sites could have been also provided by a human operator. The task of the planner is to decide where the helicopter should fly, sense, and potentially land in order to minimize the expected sum of the flight time and the cost of reaching the landing site from the designated goal location for the supplies.
To compute this plan, one could use assumptive planning techniques [6] , [7] , [8] by assuming that all possible landing sites are valid, flying to the landing site that minimizes the objective function, and then landing there if it is good, or flying to the next one otherwise. While fast to plan, these approaches do not minimize the expected cost and can result in unnecessary flight time and landing at a suboptimal site.
In this paper, we present a planning approach to computing plans that do minimize the expected cost. In particular, while our planning problem corresponds to an instance of planning with missing information and, in general, is hard-to-solve, we show that it exhibits clear preference on uncertainty. This makes it solvable via a recently proposed approach PPCP (Probabilistic Planning with Clear Preferences) [9] , which uses these preferences to decompose the problem into a series of easy-to-solve graph searches. This decomposition allows PPCP to solve large scale planning under uncertainty prob lems in anytime fashion while providing rigorous theoretical guarantees on the solution quality. Our experimental analysis in simulations shows that our approach can solve problems with up to 15 possible landing sites in under a second on average. Experiments on our custom quad-rotor helicopter Landing site selection problem. (a) shows a sample satellite image that can be used for extracting candidate landing sites shown in (b).
Trajectories A and B are only two out of O(cn) possible paths with no loops for n sites.
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9=50 9=5 Fig. 3 . Backward search on a fully known environment from start state B to goal G with two possible landing locations. Location I is known to be bad (shown in gray), and 2 is known to be good (shown in white). Transitions are denoted with arrows and costs are marked next to each transition. Only one path to the goal is possible and is shown with the thick arrow.
( Figure I (a) ) show that the approach is indeed feasible to run on a real system. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed approach is the first one to investigate the problem of planning a sequence of landing site sensing operations with the goal of minimizing the expected cost before landing.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Task
The desired autonomous behavior can be summarized as follows: an unmanned helicopter (also referred to as robot), equipped with GPS, lidar and elevation maps, must safely deliver a certain payload to the designated location. It has to choose a landing location, fly a collision free trajectory, and land. This process involves a combination of planning, perception, and motion control, however the main focus of the paper is on planning an efficient landing site selection.
B. Problem Representation
Scenario 1: Fully known environment. Consider first a scenario, in which the full environment is known to the robot. We represent the problem with a fully deterministic concise graph Cd containing states Si which can be of one of five types: B (robot is at the base), Oi (robot is hovering over a candidate landing site i), Si (the robot is still hovering over site i and has performed the sensing action to confirm the ability to land there), Li (the robot has landed at site i) and C (the payload has been delivered to the destination). Transitions are defined for a pair of states and an action such that S j = succ( Si, a ) , where S j is the successor of Si if action a is executed at Si. Corresponding transition costs c( Si, a ) are known a priori and depend only on the current state Si and deterministic action a and are independent of past transitions (Markov property). Figure 3 shows the full graph of such environment along with the optimal solution, which may be trivially obtained by observation or running backward A*. The g-values represent the optimal cost-to goal from any state.
The construction of graph Cd reflects the sequence of events that is required for successful completion of the mission. The robot starts out at the base, flies to one of the candidate landing sites and senses it to confirm the ability to land. If the outcome of sensing action is positive (site is clear for landing), the helicopter can either land or fly to a different location, otherwise, flying is an only option. In this example, we assume that the sensing action is deterministic and reveals the ground truth about the status of the site.
If the robot is eventually able to find a good site and land, we assume that the payload can be delivered to the final destination by other means (e.g. human picks it up). Without missing information, the problem of selecting the optimal flight policy is quite simple and is trivially solved by a forward or backward search on the full state space. We chose the backward option in this example so that it directly relates to our next scenario (the direction is reversed and the search is performed from the goal to the start state).
Scenario 2: Effect of missing information. In reality, it may not be possible to guarantee that any particular site is available for safe landing. For example, there may be a chance that some external event interferes with the landing procedure. In our context, the sensing action reveals the true state of the site, which is no longer known a priori. Therefore, the problem formulation has to be modified slightly, making the sensing action stochastic. In particular, for each possible landing location, we assign a binary variable, whose true value represents the ground truth, and it simply tells whether or not the helicopter is capable of successfully landing at a particular location. Regardless of what may actually prevent it from doing so, this implies that the flight plan must be created without knowing for sure whether any particular site will accomondate safe landing. In practice, a number of sources may introduce such uncertainty such as possible exposure to enemy and recent changes to terrain due to military activity such as bombing, inaccurate prior maps, and other factors. Figure 4 shows the modified environment, reflecting the unknown state of sites 1 and 2. Note that an additional action is present, allowing the robot to return to the base if no landing site is available for landing.
Legal Actions. Initially, the robot is in state B and its goal is G. There are two candidate landing sites and their status is given by the hidden variables Ll and L2. We use Li = u if the status is unknown, Li = 0 if the site is not available for landing, and Li = 1 if landing is possible at site i. Initially, the values of two variables L1 and L2 are not known to the robot and remain unknown until the robot actually senses the sites. The robot can get to the goal by landing (if possible) at either land site or returning to the base if neither locations are suitable for landing. The legal actions are assumed as follows: from B, the helicopter can only fly to either 01 or O2; from Oi the robot performs a stochastic sensing action, whose outcome will depend on the true value of Li. Sensing gets the robot to the state Si with Li set to its true value. Only if Li=l, the robot has an option of landing at i, but either value of Li allows flying to a different location OJ where i -I-j (in other words, the robot is not forced to land if the site is good). After landing, the mission is complete and the payload is delivered to the goal with an additional known cost (referred to as land2goal cost). If Li = OVi then helicopter can return to the base via an extra action (marked with dotted lines in Figure 4 ), which also completes the mission.
Consequences. The representation in Figure 4 no longer describes the full state space of the problem (as opposed to graph Gd in Figure 3 for the first example). Since there are now two unknowns, each state must be augmented with two independent variables having values u, 0, or 1 (corresponding to unknown, bad, good). In addition, we introduce stochastic actions and sensing now has two possible outcomes according to the probability of success Pi. In Figure 5 , graph Gb reflects the new problem structure, showing the belief state space of the problem. Each belief state consists of an observable part (location of the robot R E {B,Oi,Si,Li,G}) and a hidden part (true status of the unknown variables Li E {u, 0, I}). As the robot transitions from one state to another, variable R is updated accordingly and Li is updated with the result of sensing action at site i, only if sensing actually occurs. We assume perfect sensing, that is, the sensing action reveals the true value of the corresponding unknown. Figure 5 shows the full belief state space and the optimal policy for probability of sensing success P1 , 2=0.5. It is clear how much the state space increased after only adding two unknowns -in fact, the size of the belief state space is exponential in the number of sites (exact formula for our formulation is (3xn+2) x 3n).
III. ppep ALGORITHM
In this section, we briefly describe how the landing site selection problem with our formulation can be efficiently � .s1 fly
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v=5 solved using the ppep algorithm. We state the required as sumptions and later show that they hold for our formulation. A more detailed description of the algorithm can be found in [9] . The ppep algorithm is well-suited for planning in the environments that are only partially-known. The algorithm assumes that the true environment itself is fully deterministic and can be modeled as a graph. Thus, in the landing site selection problem, if we knew precisely which sites are good and bad, then there would be no uncertainty about any robot actions: both sensing and move actions would be deterministic actions. In reality, the robot is uncertain which sites can provide safe landing conditions. As a result, there are two possible outcomes of a sensing action: the land site is confirmed at the possible landing location that was sensed and land site is rejected. ppep assumes perfect sensing, so once the robot has sensed a particular location, it then knows with full certainty whether a site is suitable for landing or not.
The goal of the planner is to construct a policy that reaches any state at which R = G while minimizing the expected cost of execution. Figure 5 shows a sample policy generated by ppep. The policy specifies the path which the robot should follow after each outcome of sensing action.
All branches of the policy end at a state whose R = G, in other words, the robot is at its goal location. The main requirement for using the ppep algorithm is that the problem must exhibit clear preferences on unknown information. What this means is that for any stochastic transition, it must be always clear which value of the missing variable results in the best outcome. In other words, there must exist a clear preference for the actual values of the missing information. Mathematically, for any unknown variable h, the preferred value exists and is equal to b if for any state X in which h is unknown and action a, which reveals the value of h, there exists a (best) successor state X' which has h=b and satisfies the requirement
where 8(X) represents the part of X that is always observ able ( [9] ).
PPCP exploits the existence of clear preferences to scale up to very large problems. In particular, PPCP constructs and refines a plan by running a series of deterministic A *-like searches. Furthermore, by making an approximating assumption that it is not necessary to retain information about the variables whose values were discovered to be clearly preferred values, PPCP keeps the complexity of each search low (exponentially smaller than the size of the belief state-space) and independent of the amount of the missing information. Each search is extremely fast, and running a series of fast low-dimensional searches turns out to be much faster than solving the full problem at once since the memory requirements are much lower and deterministic searches can often be many orders of magnitude faster than probabilistic planning techniques. While the assumption PPCP makes does not need to hold for the algorithm to converge, the returned plan is guaranteed to be optimal if the assumption does hold.
IV. APPLICATION OF PPCP TO LANDING SITE SELECTION
A. Clear Preferences
In the context of landing site selection, we claim that the preferred outcome of a sensing action always exists.
Consider the following for the proof. Let Xg and Xb be the good and bad successors of any state Y after performing a sensing action. Let V* (Xb) be the cost of executing the optimal policy at Xb. Similarly, we define v* (Xg) for Xg. Also, let A(Xb) and A(Xg) be the sets of possible further actions at the corresponding states. According to our formulation, A(Xg) = {A (Xb), land}. This is true since if the outcome of sensing action is good, the further action set is augmented by the ability to land. Therefore, the robot at Xg still has an option of following Xb'S optimal policy and v* (Xg) :'S V* (Xb), making Xg the preferred outcome. This is a consequence of the fact that knowing that a landing site is good does not invalidate Xb'S (or, in fact, any other state's) optimal policy.
B. Operation
The PPCP algorithm operates in anytime fashion. It quickly constructs an initial policy and then refines it until convergence. At the time of convergence, the policy it obtains is guaranteed to minimize the expected execution cost under certain conditions (described in [9] ). Figure 6 demonstrates how PPCP solves the landing site selection in a partially known environment given in Figure 4 .
PPCP repeatedly executes deterministic searches that are very similar to the A * search [10] , an efficient and widely known search algorithm. During each iteration PPCP as sumes some configuration of unknown variables and per forms search in the corresponding deterministic graph. Thus, the first search in Figure 6 assumes that both unknown sites are good and finds a path that goes straight to the goal (Figure 6(a». (The shown g-values are equivalent to those maintained by the A * search). PPCP takes this path and uses it as an initial policy for the robot (Figure 6 (b». The first policy, however, has only computed a path from the preferred outcome of sensing site 1, corresponding to the site being available for landing. The state [R = 81; L1 = 0, L2 = uj , on the other hand, has not been explored yet. The second search executed by PPCP explores this state by finding a path from it to the goal. This search is shown in Figure 6 (c). During this search cell site 1 is assumed to be unavailable, same as in the state [R = 81; L1 = 0, L2 = uj . The found path is incorporated into the policy maintained by PPCP (Figure 6 (d».
In the third iteration, PPCP tries to find a path from the start state to the goal again ( Figure 6 (e». Now, however, it no longer generates the same path as initially in (Figure 6 (a». The reason for this is that it has learned that the cost of at tempting to reach the goal through site 1 is higher than what it initially thought to be. It now appears that going through site 2 is cheaper, resulting in the new PPCP policy, shown in Figure 6 (f). This policy, however, has an unexplored outcome state again, namely, state [R = 82; L1 = u, L2 = OJ. This becomes the state to explore in the next iteration.
PPCP continues to iterate in this manner until convergence. In this example, it converges on the 5th iteration. The full belief state space with the final policy are shown in Figure 5 . In this example the final policy is optimal: it minimizes the expected cost of reaching the goal. In general, PPCP is guaranteed to converge to an optimal policy if it does not require remembering the status of any site the robot has discovered to be good (see [9] for more details).
C. Memory
The PPCP algorithm exhibits memoryless property -it does not remember the preferred outcomes of stochastic ac tions. This enables it to efficiently solve large-scale problems with uncertainty without traversing the whole belief state space, however the solution may be suboptimal if the true optimal policy relies on remembering preferred outcomes. We can never know whether the optimal policy requires memory, but our implementation allows to vary the number of remembered preferred outcomes (memory slots), trading off with execution speed and usage of computer memory.
In order to implement the k-slot memory, the observable part of the belief states must be augmented with k variables. This results in substantial increase in the size of the projected search space. For example, with 10 landing sites and one memory slot, the number of states is increased by a factor of 11 (all permutations of the memory, including empty value). Therefore, k must be chosen very carefully and for 
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D. Transition Costs and Probabilities
The low-level details of the algorithm have been presented and now we must explain how all the transition costs and sensing probabilities are generated.
Flight Cost informs the planner how expensive it is for the helicopter to fly between different locations (i.e. base and landing sites). Very simply, Euclidean distance between the two locations may serve as a reasonable estimate. If a more accurate approach is desired, a helicopter motion planner, tuned for the particular aircraft, can be used, which will take into account the environment and create trajectories that avoid collisions.
Sensing Cost is associated with the procedure for eval uating the quality of the site. The helicopter must resolve any existing uncertainty by discovering the true values of all hidden variables, associated with the particular landing site.
Quick-Sensing Cost does not appear in the main for mulation, however, if memory slots are enabled, and the helicopter's policy instructs it to come back to an already confirmed landing site, it may still be required to perform a last-minute check before the landing maneuver. This may require additional resources, therefore, has a cost.
Landing cost Computation of the landing cost is outside of the scope of this paper, but has been investigated quite thoroughly by [1], [2] , [3] and others. In general, this cost depends on the helicopter's capabilities and various environmental factors like terrain roughness, wind direction, and weather conditions.
Land2Goal Cost summarized the efforts required to get the payload delivered to the desired location after the he licopter has landed. Since the landing location may not be right at the goal, some form of ground transport, manned or autonomous, might be required for completing the mission. The amount of additional efforts may also play a role in the policy through the land2goal cost.
Retum2Base Cost If all the landing sites are actually unacceptable for landing, the only thing that the robot can do (according to our formulation) is come back to the base. This may be the same as the forward flight cost, or maybe different, if factors like wind direction play a significant role.
Landing Site Probability. In addition to the landing cost, it is critical to estimate the probability of each site being good. For example, a particular landing location may seem perfect from the terrain analysis point of view, but may not be so good if there is a chance of enemy appearing in the area. This probability value may reflect some aspects of the uncertainty in terrain as well, however, most importantly, it is able to incorporate environmental factors that are probabillis tic in nature. These may include weather conditions, chance that the site is occupied by another vehicle or people, or probability of being exposed to enemy surveilance. The exact values of these quantities may never be known, but good approximations may be made based on additional sources of intelligence. Information from a number of such sources can be combined into one number that summarizes the probability of the availability of each particular landing site.
E. Theoretical Properties
Theorem 1: The policy returned by our memoryless plan ner is guaranteed to be cost-minimal (optimal) if there exists an optimal policy that does not require the helicopter to sense a landing site without landing at it when it is found to be a good landing site.
The expected cost of the PPCP policy after full convergence, is also upper-bounded by the optimal policy found by any memory less planner, assuming that PPCP assumptions hold. This means that while being very efficient, our planner cannot be beaten (cost-wise) by any memory less planner. If one or more memory slots are used in the PPCP algorithm, the guarantees are even better. For k memory slots, the upper bound drops to the optimal policy found by any planner that can remember the last k good landing sites.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Setup
In order to show the advantage of using PPCP to solve the landing site selection problem, we have generated test environments for varying number of possible landing sites. The transition costs and site probabilities were randomly generated as follows: The base of the helicopter is assumed at (0,0) and landing site x-y locations, are generated randomly on a square region 100 by 100 meters, centered at coordinates (1000,1000). Goal position is fixed in the middle of that 100 by 100 square. The fly cost is then computed as the Euclidean distance for each possible pair of landing sites and the base. Sense cost is assumed to be random on the range [10 . . 100] and the land costs are generated as uniformly random variables on the range [50 .. 150], modeling different landing conditions. Land2go cost is assumed proportional to the distance to the goal and the proportionality constant is set to a value of 5. This means that we are assuming that traveling on land is five times more expensive than flying.
For the experiments with memory, the quicksense action is assumed to be free and carries no cost. The probability of each site site is also assumed to be a uniformly random variable from 0 to 1.
A memoryless PPCP planner, adapted to this problem, has been implemented according to our formulation and description in [9] . In addition, we augmented the planner with an ability to turn on one memory slot for performance evaluation. This very small addition resulted in a fairly large implementation overhead in keeping track of the actions and outcomes. In addition, a very simple assumptive planner has also been implemented, which ignores the probability information and assumes that all the landing locations are good. Its policy always instructs the robot to go towards the landing site with minimum sum of the fly, sense, land, and land2goal costs. When the helicopter actually gets to the site, if it turns out bad, the same approach is used to find the next target location. This continues until a good land site is discovered, at which point, landing occurs. In order to compare the performance of the two planners, for each random scenario, which also includes the probability of success for each site, we generate the ground truth accord ing to those probabilities. We then evaluate each approach by simulating the result of the actions, with stochastic outcomes taking the value that is pre-determined by the ground truth. For PPCP, this means taking the final policy and evaluating it down the tree and accumulating cost until reaching the goal. All actions are now determined, since we generate and know the ground truth. In a similar manner, the simple planner is used to find the first good landing site and land. For each scenario, fifty random ground truth sets are evaluated in order to try different possible distributions of good landing sites.
B. Simulation Results
Search Performance. The first set of results summarizes the planning times until full convergence for the memoryless and 1 memory slot operation. Ta ble in Figure 7 summarizes the outcome of the experimental trials.
Comparison with an assumptive planner. Figure 8 summarizes the results after running 2500 planning sce narios. Even though the difference between PPCP and the assumptive planner is only 5%, the result is consistent with our expectations. For different scenarios, the difference may be much larger. In our case, most of the cost actually comes from the initial flight from the base to the first landing site. Therefore there is not much room for improvement if all the trajectories contain this high cost component.
Memory Slot. Remembering the preferred outcome is often not required for finding the optimal policy. However, we were able to construct an example in this context, for which allowing the planner to remember one previous preferred outcome (remembering one previous site which was sensed "good") actually improves expected cost of the policy. Consider the example shown in Figure 9 . Note that the transitions are not symmetric -the cost of the return path may be different from the forward path due to various factors (i.e. wind direction). The difference in the expected costs of the two policies is quite small (0.5 out of 279) but this is just a result specific to this example -the main point is that memoryless planner would not find the optimal solution.
C. Experimental Setup
Quadrotor Helicopter Platform. In order to demonstrate the real-world application of our work, we have designed and built an autonomous helicopter platform, shown in Figure l(a) . It is equipped with two complimentary LIDAR sensors, which allow to perform true 3D localization and mapping. The aircraft is also capable of rotating the vertically-scanning LIDAR in the direction of interest. Abil ity to densely and accurately map the ground at the same time as the horizontal features is what distinguishes this platform from most similar aircrafts, carrying only a single LIDAR.
We have developed the software architecture all the way from state estimation, stabilization, and control to local ization, mapping, terrain analysis, motion planning, and trajectory following (not discussed for the lack of space).
In order to demonstrate the Land2goal cost, a ground robot has been set up at the goal (shown in Figure l1(b) ), which must drive to the actual landing location of the quad-rotor.
Offline Computations. A 3D map of the building was generated by manually flying the aircraft and postprocessing the collected data. Figure 10 shows the map which was provided to the PPCP planner to generate the flight policy and to a 4D helicopter motion planner to generate feasible collision-free trajectories. Landing costs and probabilities were picked to have reasonable values and Fly and Land2go cost were computed in the same way as in simulation. This prior information was provided to the robot, however the ground truth about the state of the landing sites was not disclosed. In fact, another quad-rotor helicopter was placed in the location of Site1, so that landing another aircraft is impossible.
D. Experimental Results
Even though a prior map was generated, the autonomous run started off with an empty map. The prior information was provided to the PPCP planner and the flight trajectories of the resulting policy were generated using a 4-dimensional (x,y,z,yaw) AD* Motion Planner [11] from the SBPL library [12] , developped by our group as well.
The aircraft has autonomously navigated, according to the PPCP policy, from start to Site!, sensed an obstacle in the landing site and proceeded to Site2. After confirming that Site2 was clear, a landing command was issued. Figure II(a) shows the quad-rotor a few seconds before start, (b,c) capture the aircraft in process of evaluating Site! and (d) shows the robot just before landing on Site2
For our test configuration, the optimal policy was found in 0.2 milliseconds (2 milliseconds for 1 memory slot, but with the same result).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied one of the aspects of the aerial supply delivery problem. In particular, we have presented an approach to planning a sequence of flight and sense operations performed by UAV in order to select a landing site that minimizes the expected cost of flight, sense and access to the desired goal location. Our approach was based on showing that the problem exhibits clear prefer ences on uncertainty and therefore using PPCP algorithm to solve the problem by decomposing it into a series of deterministic graph searches that are fast-to-solve and require little memory. We describe the conditions under which the approach provides theoretical guarantees on the optimality of the returned policies. The experimental results in simulation show that our approach can solve problems with up to 15 possible landing sites in real-time while experiments on a physical quad-rotor we have recently built provide proof of concept. In addition, we are currently working on transitioning the software we have developed onto a larger (outdoor) unmanned aircraft, built by Dragonfly Pictures Inc, shown in Figure 1 (b) .
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